
A Guide to
Asynchronous
Friday
Help Us Help You!

What is an Asynchronous Friday?

Every other week, teachers will be given the opportunity to
provide extra support to students who might be falling behind
or just need some extra time with the teacher.

"Asynchronous" means that teachers will be assigning
work to be completed independently by all students.
Classes will not have a synchronous time to meet.
Teachers will give an appointment to students who need some extra help to meet with
them one-on-one. Any student who has a failing grade is expected to meet with their
teacher during an asynchronous Friday.
Students who have questions or need help can also drop in with their teacher during the
day.

What will the Independent work look like for students?
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Math and
Science
These classes will focus on
skills needed for the math
section on the SAT, speci�cally
focusing on data sets, tables,
graphs, and charts. Students
will complete practice problems
from various websites
(including Khan Academy) and
resources provided by the
teacher.

English and
Social Studies
These classes will focus on
SAT skills that include reading,
writing, critical thinking, and
grammar. Students will use
Albert iO and other online
applications or assessments
that focus on skill-building.

Electives, PE,
Fine Arts, CTE
Students will continue with any
previously assigned work from
each class. Teachers will
provide instructions on what to
do for each class. This may
include group project work or
working on developing
fundamental skills related to
course content.

What will teachers do for students who need extra
support?
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Small group or 1-
on-1 support
and practice for
students with
low grades.
Students will be given a
speci�c appointment time to
meet with the teachers of
courses where support is
needed.

Extra time for
students to
master new
content
Students may drop in for extra
help and clari�cation of
previously assigned work.

Parent contact
Teachers will use this time to
reach out to the parents of
those students that are
struggling. Contact will be by
phone or email. Our teachers'
goals are to develop positive
partnerships with parents to
ensure the success of their
student.

Asynchronous Friday's Appointment Schedule

Students who are currently struggling in any course will be asked to meet with the teacher at a
designated time on Friday. Subject areas will schedule their appointments by content area
should a student need to meet with more than one teacher. Students who want extra help, but
are not grade de�cient, can also meet with their teacher during these times. Parents can
expect teachers to contact them to discuss a student's work. Teachers may reach out by
phone or by email. It is critical that they discuss the issues with you so that we can work
together to get the students back on track.

Social Studies 8:30 - 9:15 am

Math 9:15 - 10:00 am

Science 10:00 - 10:45 am

English 10:45 - 11:30 am

Electives/PE 11:30 - 12:15 pm

** For this week only, due to a previously scheduled Science training, some Science teachers
will be available from 1:00 to 1:45 PM rather than during their morning time slot. Please
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Asynchronous Fridays by Month

check with student's teacher for more information. 




